What are nurse servers?

Nurse servers are a solution to a problem that exists with typical, built-in millwork nurse servers. In most cases, nurse servers are provided by the millworker who supplies all of the cabinetry throughout the hospital. Hence, little consideration is given to the organizational aspects of how the nurse server will be stocked, accessed, secured, and re-stocked. These cabinets are just another piece of furniture among a larger project for the cabinet supplier.

This is NOT the case with nurse servers! Our patent-pending design comes “kitted” from the manufacturer and is based on required input from the architect, director of nursing, and supply chain personnel. Our modular design allows for custom configuration that supports dual directional interior components that have never been used in a nurse server until now.

PATIENT CARE IS CHANGING. SHOULDN'T THE WAY YOU STORE YOUR PATIENT'S SUPPLIES CHANGE TOO?
• Features a UL LISTED SMOKE GASKET on the corridor side to help control smoke & draft.

• Features “KEYLESS or RFID” locking mechanisms so that staff can lock, unlock, and control access to specific doors and drawers.

• Features DUAL-DIRECTIONAL, pull-out & tilt-down baskets with adjustable dividers for storing patient room supplies, clean linens, etc.

• Constructed of Anti-Microbial, powder-coated steel with HPL or Thermafoil exterior finishes.

• Features MODULAR RECESSED TOE-KICK in painted or stainless steel, matching trim-kits, and optional 2-way pull-out soiled hamper mechanism.
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